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Testimony of CHE Training!

Medevac for Cancer Patient

Missionaries, John and Beth, from
World Gospel Mission Uganda returned
nd
to Tonj for the 2 C.H.E (Community
Health Evangelism) training session.
Twenty-one
leaders
from
seven
counties across three states in South
Sudan came together as we hosted this
life changing workshop.

Four weeks ago 12 year old Rebecca

CHE Workshop Participants in Tonj

We all were amazed how eager and
hungry these leaders are as they
contribute with passion in every part of
the training, which focused on
equipping the CHE teams for the next
stage, implementing CHE programs
into the community

Ayak was brought to our clinic with a
very swollen right forearm and suffering
a lot of pain. She was diagnosed a
year earlier in Juba with a tumor and
referred for treatment to Uganda but
the family went back to the village due
to lack of money. Clinical officer Dennis
and visiting missionary Dr. Rossi, both
felt Ayak’s only hope was to medevac
her to a Kenyan hospital. We do keep
a running Medevac Fund for situations
that arise unexpectedly like this as the
costs can quickly accumulate. We
always believe Jesus is our guide and
brings such patients to us so we can
help them without hesitation. Through
our relationship with Tenwek Mission
Hospital, Sabet made arrangements for
her medevac and along with her
brother traveled to Kenya with her. Xrays confirmed it was bone cancer and
she was taken to surgery right away.
Unfortunately, her arm was amputated.

CHE

covered several things, mainly
prevention of diseases, best methods
of communication, learning to identify
and use simple available resources to
meet needs, and sharing the gospel.
The tasks the groups accomplished
after the first CHE training back in April
proves that CHE is working in the
community and transformation can be
achieved. Despite South Sudan’s dire
situation,
we
heard
stories
of
inspiration. One CHE encouraged their
whole village to clean up the trash and
they did! The team took the initiative
and backed it with reasons of hygiene
and dignity and presented it to the
leaders of the village which gained the
community support. The CHE team
themselves
were
surprised
and
encouraged by the result. Other teams
did equally well and we were told this
was the best CHE training done in East
Africa. Thanks for praying, CHE # 3
will be in October.

Ayak at Tenwek Mission Hospital

Ayak

has shown remarkable courage
and the battle is not yet over. She
really needs your prayers for a full
healing and recovery. Some spots
were seen on her lungs and doctors
suspect the cancer has spread. We
have to wait for her arm to heal so she
can get more tests done and possibly
get chemotherapy. Had she received
treatment last year she may have not
lost her arm and needed further
treatments. She is in a foreign land for
an unknown length of time. If you can
help us financially to cover her medical

bills and accommodation please go to
our website. Click on ‘Donate’ and give
a gift under Medical Evacuations.
Alternatively you can send a check to
our support address and memo
‘medevac’. These funds will be used to
pay all her medical expenses, flights
and food/accommodation needs in
Kenya. For updates on her condition
please visit our blog. On behalf of
Ayak and many others who have been
helped and lives have been saved we
are very grateful for your continuous
support and prayers.

Meet Gabriel!

In Deed and Truth Ministries is about
transforming the lives of those the Lord
places in our path, whether it’s a staff
member, church member or patient.
One of our community health workers
in the medical clinic has shown
incredible
spiritual
growth
and
transformation despite his difficult living
conditions and lack of opportunity.
Gabriel is 22 years old and worked at
night in the clinic while trying to
complete his final year of high school.
He’s the only working male in his family
and so all the money he earns goes to
his family. His father died and his
uncle controlled him, many times not
letting him go to school or work so he
could farm the land. He is one of the
most reliable staff working with integrity
and maturity, handling patient cases
with outstanding care and sensitivity.
He graduated high school with
exceptional exam results, coming
second in the whole of Tonj County.
He loves soccer and joined in to
several soccer outreaches and now
leads kids games in several villages.
Sam, our clinic chaplain, has been
spiritually building Gabriel up to be a
Godly leader and man in this
community. Pray for him, his desire is
to be a doctor and we are praying how
we can be a part of that dream for him.
“and be renewed in the spirit of your
mind” Ephesians 4:23
Serving the Lord,

Sabet and Suzy Kuj
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